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1. Introduction

“I need the sea because it teaches me. I don’t know if I learn music or awareness, if it’s a single wave or
its vast existence, or only its harsh voice or its shining suggestion of fishes and ships. The fact is that until
I fall asleep, in some magnetic way I move in the university of the waves.” - Pablo Neruda

Traveling has long been a passion of mine. Ever since I was little, my parents have taken
my brother and me on several adventures with the largest one being our trip out west for over
two weeks in 2005. They had goals to see as much of the west as possible and to visit several
iconic features. They developed a plan around these goals, which included where we were going
to go, but they enabled flexibility throughout our time there, leaving us in a more adventurous
state of mind. Wherever we landed was where we would camp out. I realized throughout the
years that they were the ones putting in all of the contingency plans, and it made me curious
about what it would be like to pursue my own journey to an unknown region where I was the one
in charge of where I would go, for how long, and what I would do. I constantly collected
postcards of faraway places when I was growing up from everywhere we went, and I would
crave to visit the far away beautiful place that was depicted in front of me.  I continued to
imagine what it would be like to see it with my own eyes and experience it with the rest of my
senses. I guess you could say I started my
bucket list at the age of 7 .
However, in the midst of my second
semester of college I discovered and joined a
unique Bachelor’s Degree program called
Expeditionary Studies. The only one of it’s kind
and without hesitation there I was sitting in the
office of the Director of Expeditionary Studies.
I was determined to join this program and
combine it with my Environmental Studies
Degree program. It was a perfect vision. It was
me.
Looking back on it now, I am still in shock of
the places that I have gone and things that I have done. For instance, this past June I traveled
overseas to Scotland and Wales for three weeks. I had never been on a plane before nor had I
experienced kayaking in an ocean environment. Everything was so new to me, but I was soaking
up every second as much as I could. Despite the fact that I was with instructors who were mostly
calling the shots, I was able to get a dose of a much larger world around me and realize that there
is still so much more out there to explore. The plans for that exploration can be made by me!
This brings me to the planning process for an excursion to the beautiful, wild country of Iceland.

My capstone project: The Senior Expedition is the start to my expansion on worldly
experiences, except this time I am the one creating the master plan. I have depicted below some
of the goals and objectives that I desire to forgo while on my adventure.

Goals
1.) To become more proficient with my leadership skills as the overall conductor of
my trip. I would also like to apply the skills that I have learned and acquired
throughout my life on this expedition, most importantly the paddling and outdoor
living skills that I have gained while in the Expeditionary Studies program.
2.) I would like to immerse myself in the local culture of the region in which I travel
to and unearth new information about that area that I did not have previous
knowledge of. This could easily come from me having conversations with local
individuals, which is something that I would like to do. I love meeting new people
and partaking in these discussions. This would allow me to become submerged in
the art of traveling. I wouldn’t simply be what one might easily call a tourist, but
rather I would be an adventurist.
3.) I want my expedition to encourage and inspire others to realize their adventures
are attainable goals. I want my experience to inspire them to approach and tackle
all aspects of their lives with confidence. It can be done. It is possible. Make a
plan, break it down, prepare for changes and go for it. This includes the
empowerment of outdoor women who desire to go on adventures. As a female
outdoor enthusiast, I would like to motivate both younger and older women to
dream big, travel the world, and recognize that they have what it takes to go on an
adventure such as mine.

Objectives
1.) I would like to successfully navigate an excursion through the Westfjords. This
includes the application of map and compass as well as the ability to interpret
tidal information for that specific location.
2.) While in Iceland I would like to visit some of the museums in the Westfjords in
order to gain a better understanding of the landscape and it’s people. I would also
like to travel within some of the small towns where I would have the opportunity
to converse with the locals and gain a better perspective of the culture that resides
in this particular region of Iceland.

2. Literature Review

Natural History
Geological Origins
60 million years ago, the North-American plate and the Eurasian plate began spreading
apart allowing oceanic crust to form between them (Amelia, 2012). Magma eventually found it’s
way through the cracks in the oceanic crust and continuously built up, cooled over millions of
years, and formed what we know today as Iceland (Amelia, 2012). This is the reason why we
find a vast amount of igneous rocks on the island as well as fossils of sea creatures and plants
from long ago.
The large amount of volcanic
activity that has occurred in this
country has been a significant factor in
the geological makeup of the area.
Much of Iceland is covered, as well as
built up, by extrusive igneous rock and
90% of this rock is basalt, a black or
dark-grey stone that is formed from
rapid surface cooling of magma flows
(Evans, A). This is what makes up
many of the iconic Icelandic beaches
that are so often depicted in
photographs. When a very large
eruption occurs and covers a
substantial portion of the land, it is called
flood basalt. (Evans, A).
The Westfjords are Iceland’s oldest
landmass with most of the region being created through the process of glaciation. There has not
been any active volcanic activity within the Westfjords in the past 10 million years (Sanborn,
M). More than half of the fjords that exist in Iceland can be found in this region. While sea
kayaking I will be traveling in and around some of the fjords; therefore, I will be able to see the
geological processes that have occurred in this area of the country in a more upfront and personal
way. Also, the Westfjords are where many of Iceland’s fossils have been discovered and I am
hoping that I might come across one during my travels.

Not only will I have the opportunity to view the glorious vertical cliffs that reside along
the sides of the fjords, but I will hopefully have the possibility of seeing some of the incredible
wildlife in this particular location as
well.This includes many species of
birds such as the Arctic Tern and the
Eider, fish such as Cod, Halibut, and
Haddock, Arctic Foxes, mice and rats,
the American Mink, Reindeer, Harbour
Seals, Grey Seals,several species of
dolphin and whales, Greenland Sharks,
and Orcas. There are no bugs until the
summer months and even then, these
bugs do not bite. Yes!
Orcas are generally seen in the
East Fjords, but occasionally within the
summer months they can be spotted following groups of Herring in the Westfjords. Their diet
consists of mainly seals and Herring. Iceland also has the occasional Walrus that makes it’s way
over from Greenland while migrating so I could have the chance to see one of those as well. It
will be rare for me to see a Greenland Shark as they reside very far down in the depths of the
ocean, but it is possible. These creatures are about the size of a Great White Shark, but their diet
consists of seals and have been found to not pose a threat to humans. It will be even rarer for me
to see a Polar Bear as they are not indigenous to the country. Some have made their way to the
area via ice floating from Greenland, but the locals have prevented them from inhabiting the
country upon arrival.
Taking note of the large amount of wildlife that we may see while visiting this country
requires that we take precautions to ensure that we do not disturb the fauna that resides there.
More information about how we will do this can be found in the Environmental Impact and the
Risk Management sections of this document.
Trekking
The second half of my trip will incorporate trekking into the itinerary so that we may
view the land more closely as well and have the chance to see another portion of Iceland. For this
section of the trip we will be trekking via the Laugavegur Trail. The start of this trail begins in
Landmannalaugar and presents absolutely stunning geography. This is Iceland’s most famous
long-distance hiking trail and many adventurers use this route throughout the summer months.

This is the portion of my trip where I will have an even greater opportunity to meet others who
are from the country or visitors much like myself.
Landmannalaugar, or “The Baths of the Men of Land”, as it’s meaning suggests has a
brook that is heated by hot springs where visitors to the area or those planning to hike the trail
can take a moment or longer to bathe in the brook and enjoy the natural warmth that the hot
springs create. This is an aspect that I wanted to incorporate into my trip. There are many places
throughout Iceland where hot springs are located (the Blue Lagoon being likely the most famous
one although it is man made) and it seems to be one of the top things that a traveler should try
when visiting the region. The trail itself begins with an incredible look at the picturesque
rainbow-like mountains
covered in rhyolite, an acidic,
extrusive rock. This particular
area is well-known for it’s
majestic colors created by the
rhyolite and nowhere else in
Iceland does it occupy such a
large area (Nowak, et al.).
This is something that I am
truly excited to see while I am
in Iceland. The pictures that I
have viewed of this trail
really inspired me to add it
into my itinerary. I strongly
felt that this was not
something that I could miss
while I am in the region.
The Laugavegur trek is a
four to five day excursion that is
just under 50 km/31 miles and goes
from Landmannalaugar to Porsmork. We will be setting up a tent along the trail at the designated
tent sites since wild camping is not allowed due to environmental impact. The first day consists
of an ascent up the Landmannalaugar (600m/1,970ft) to the campsite which is at an elevation of
nearly 1,100m/3,610ft. The second day’s trek will have us traveling mainly downhill, but having
possible sections of snow even when hiking this trail in the summer. Our third day will have us
trekking on more flat terrain, but with the opportunity to travel to the largest river of the region,
the Markarfljot, and check out this amazing feature. Our final day out trekking will lead us to a
greener portion as it approaches the Porsmork national forest. From here we will be traveling to

the Eyjafjallajokull Glacier. Iceland is known as being the land of fire and ice; therefore, I want
to have the opportunity to see both aspects while on my trip. I have never seen a glacier before so
this was important for me to add into my itinerary.
Current State of the Natural Environment
Volcanic Activity
There have been five major volcanic eruptions in Iceland since the year of 1918. The main
volcanoes involved were Katla, Hekla, Bárðarbunga, Grímsvötn, and Eyjafjallajökull.

-

In 1918, Katla erupted. This volcano averages close to two eruptions each century and
happens to reside under the glacier Mýrdalsjökull. Scientists are concerned that when the
volcano erupts again, it could cause a glacier outburst flood (Mailonline, 2017). Katla has
been showing signs of possible eruptions in the near future. Tremors that occurred in
September exceeded a magnitude of 3 mark (Mailonline, 2017).

-

From 1970 to 2000 Hekla erupted every 10 years, but has since remained dormant
(Mailonline, 2017). Scientists have discovered however that it is building up magma and
Iceland could see another eruption occur in the near future as well.
“Hekla, otherwise known as the 'Gateway to Hell' is located in the southern part
of the country and has been quiet for sixteen years. But data collected in June last
year revealed it is building up magma, and its internal pressure is currently higher
than before its last two previous eruptions. Professor Einarsson told Icelandic
news agency Visir, that people should stop visiting the volcano, which is a
popular tourist destination, due to an increased risk of eruption. 'Hekla is a
dangerous volcano,' said Professor Einarsson. 'We could be looking at a major
disaster when the next eruption begins if we are not careful.' ” (Mailonline,
2017).

-

In 2010, Eyjafjallajökull erupted causing more than 10 million air passengers to be
stranded and cost the European economy an estimated £4 billion ($4.9 billion)”
(Mailonline, 2017).

-

In 2011, Grímsvötn erupted sending a large amount of ash into the skies which in turn
caused several flights to be grounded (Mailonline, 2017).
“Grimsvotn is very near Bardarbunga, and is likely to be fuelled by the same
source of magma. Like its neighbour, Grimsvotn has seen seismic activity steadily
rising, which suggests that it could erupt again in the near future “ (Mailonline,
2017).

-

In 2014, Bárðarbunga erupted causing lava and ash to be spread all over Iceland’s
Highlands leaving behind the largest caldera formation ever observed (Mailonline, 2017).
“Bardarbunga is a large central volcano lying underneath Iceland's Vatnajokull
glacier, in the centre of the country. It contains a 2,296ft-deep (700 metre)
caldera, hidden beneath ice, covered in extensive flank fissures, from where the
majority eruptions take place. The Bardarbunga eruption was the strongest of its
kind in Europe in more than 240 years, and released two cubic kilometres of
volcanic material. The volcano has been showing signs of restlessness once again,
with several earthquakes measuring magnitude three or over. This suggests that
magma could be building up below the surface, which could lead to another
eruption soon” (Mailonline, 2017).

Earthquakes

This geological occurrence is one that happens frequently in Iceland. This is due to the
region lying on a rift zone which causes multiple earthquakes to occur every week. “Most of the
earthquakes that take place in Iceland are tectonic in nature” (“Earthquakes in Iceland, a short
overview | Iceland geology”).
“On the normal week there are about 150 to 400 earthquakes in Iceland. Most of them are
in the size ML0.0 and up to ML2.8. Most weeks have one or two earthquakes that are
ML3.0 to ML 3.8 in size. On a quiet week there are about 50 to 100 earthquakes, most of
them less than ML2.5 in size. When there is a busty week in Iceland the earthquakes
numbers can easily go over 2000 and sometimes well over 5000 earthquakes. When that
happens IMO doesn’t even bother in classifying and locating all the earthquakes that take
place. But they are saved anyway in IMO database” (“Earthquakes in Iceland, a short
overview | Iceland geology”).
Glaciers
These are some of the most visited spots in the country and several actually contain
volcanoes underneath them. There are seven glaciers that reside in Iceland with Vatnajokull
being the largest. “Approximately 11% of Iceland’s total area of roughly 100.000 km2 is covered
by glaciers” (“Icelandic glaciers”). Unfortunately, these glaciers have been seeing the affects of
climate change and have been reseeding every year.
“Warming climate since 1985 led to an increased number of retreating glaciers, and all
Icelandic outlet glaciers are retreating presently and the ice caps are losing ice volumes
due to accelerating summer melt (Figure 12). The estimated coverage loss per year is
about 0.2% overall, which amounts to 20-30 km2 becoming ice free every year. If the
present trend continues, most glaciers in Iceland will have melted away within 500 years”
( “Icelandic glaciers” ).

Climate
Typically, the average explorer would first consider Iceland to have an intense climate
due to the nature of its nickname “The Land of Fire and Ice”, but on the contrary it is actually
much warmer than many would anticipate. This is due to the thermohaline circulation that occurs
in the region. This means that the warm waters from the Caribbean Sea move across the Atlantic
(The Gulf Stream), then north across Britain and all the way up around Iceland (known as the
Irminger Current) (Evans, A). Water temperatures in southern Iceland happen to be very similar
to those in southern England.
“The old adage that Iceland is green and Greenland is icy is very true: the Irminger
Current ends just 50 miles west of Iceland and the temperature plunges about 10 degrees
Celsius. Icelanders admit fatalistically that without the warm-water current, their country
would be uninhabitable” (Evans, A).

Iceland exhibits a temperate climate, meaning that for the most part, the temperature remains
within a limited range. We see changes in this once the winter and summer months take place.
The winter consists of temperatures of below freezing whereas during the summer months the
temperature can increase to 15 degrees Celsius which is of course much warmer. The coastline
tends to be warmer as well making my sea kayaking portion of my expedition more manageable
as well as enjoyable.

Human History & Current state
First Settlement
Despite having been minimally explored by a couple of vikings and a Greek explorer in
the years 325 BC and 825 BC , the settlement of Iceland did not occur until the year of AD 874.
Those that began to inhabit the island were from Norway, which at the time was known to be a
powerful Viking Kingdom. Many of the citizens who held powerful political positions did not
agree with the nobility, King Harald the Fair-haired, and therefore chose to leave with their
families to begin a new life on Iceland. Sailing to Iceland via open boats carrying tools, supplies,
and livestock, the Norse created a settlement along Iceland’s coast.
“These new settlers included the Norse, but also their servants - the majority of whom
had been taken in Viking raids in Ireland and Scotland. The country’s isolation and the
eventual blend of Norse and Celtic peoples were key to the creation of a unique nation in
Iceland. The cultural ties to Norway remain strong” (Evans, A).
Once the settlement began to take place, several farms and steads were created throughout the
land which were ruled by local chieftains known as godi (from the Norse root that gives us the
word ‘god’) (Evans, A). These chieftains were self appointed and eventually realized that having
a universal law for Iceland would work best for the country and it’s citizens. Once AD 930
arrived, Iceland had fallen under a new legal system known as the Althing. “Prior district
councils were known as a thing and because this new nationwide parliament represented all of
the things, it was simply called the Althing” (Evans, A). This new legal system was then
established in Thingvellir where the landscape was ideal for large public gatherings and
speeches. This new system enacted a “law-speaker” who was chosen to memorise the law and
quote it whenever necessary. The man chosen for the position was the grandson of Iceland’s first
settler, Ingolfur Arnason: Thorkel mani (‘moon’) (Evans, A).

“This period of governance was known as the commonwealth, and for it, Iceland is still
remembered as one of the world’s oldest functioning democracies” (Evans).
Icelandic Historical Overview
AD 874

Iceland is settled by the Norse ‘Vikings’

AD 930

Althing established at Thingvellir

1000

Iceland adopts Christianity

1220-62

Civil War: Icelanders made subjects to the King of Norway

1397

Kalmar Union: King of Denmark gains control of Iceland

1402-04

Black Plague: Iceland loses 50% of its population

1550

Reformation: Bishop Jon Arason beheaded for treason

1584

Bible printed in Icelandic

1602

Denmark establishes trade monopoly on Iceland

1662

Kopavogur meeting: Iceland accepts absolute rule by King of Denmark

1707

Smallpox epidemic: 18,000 die

1783

Famine of the mists: 10,000 die

1786

Reykjavik founded as a woollen goods company

1814

Treaty of Kiel (Denmark loses Norway but keeps Iceland)

1845

Althing re-established in Reykjavik

1854

Danish trade monopoly ends

1870s

Icelanders emigrate to the New World: 25% of the population leaves

1874

Denmark grants Iceland autonomy and a constitution

1904

Denmark grants Iceland home rule

1918

Iceland enters equal union with Denmark

1940

Allied forces occupy Iceland

1944

Iceland becomes an independent republic

1946

Iceland joins the United Nations

1949

Iceland joins NATO

1951

US reopens NATO base at Keflavik

1958

First Cod War

1972

Second Cod War

1976

Third Cod War ends

1986

Reykjavik Summit between Ronald Reagan and Mikhail Gorbachev

2006

NATO base closes at Keflavik: American troops leave Iceland

2008

Financial crisis leads to failure of Iceland’s top three banks

2010

Eyjafjallajokull erupts, disrupting European air travel

2013

Iceland re-elects conservative government, calls off EU talks

(Evans, A)
Once the 1980s arrived, Iceland had made a name for itself by enacting its president,
Vigdis Finnbogadottir, who was the first women to ever serve as an elected president of a nation
(Evans, A). In doing this, they displayed their ideals of equal rights and also became well-known
for their environmental awareness.
“In 1985,the Althing declared Iceland a nuclear-free zone, refusing to participate in the
atmosphere of proliferation. The very next year Reykjavik celebrated its bicentennial and
with just a few days’ notice also hosted the 1986 Reagan-Gorbachev Summit, an event
that eventually led to the end of the Cold War” (Evans, A).
By 1987, Iceland opened its airport in Keflavik enabling foreigners to visit the area. “It was the
first time travel to Iceland became accessible. Just in time for the party, the Althing legalised
beer in 1989” (Evans, A). 1990 had Iceland welcoming its largest amount of tourists yet:
150,000. This number has since tripled due to creative marketing for the region and an
availability of cheaper flights to get there.
Despite having made an incredible name for themselves for so many years and achieving
high profitability for its citizens, Iceland took a very dramatic fall in the year of 2008 in which
the banking crisis occurred.

“The Icelanders’ general sense of optimism was suddenly crippled by the horrific
realization that their country had been completely overleveraged by a handful of
investors. All three of Iceland’s main banks collapsed and the Icelandic Krona went into
freefall. Suddenly, Iceland was in the world news and not in a positive light. The crisis
foundered a deep mistrust of the government among the Icelandic people - a generally
peaceful population found themselves in the streets protesting for weeks and demanding
someone take blame for bankrupting the country” (Evans, A).
Soon after the financial crisis of 2008, Eyjafjallajokull erupted causing problems with flights for
about a month. So not only was Iceland having difficulties financially, but also physically after
having one of their volcanoes become active. Although, these instances caused a severe amount
of tension across the country, Iceland managed to get back up on its feet and is surprising the
world with it’s astonishing resilience and regaining its financial strength rather quickly.
Icelandic Government and Politics
The Icelandic government can best be described as the Scandinavian model of liberal
democracy, meaning that there is a strong central government that is combined with an
aggressive economic policy and a tight social safety net (Evans, A). Due to the fact that Iceland’s
population is rather small, the government tends to focus on policies that will affect individuals
and their families.
“Icelandic political culture favors welfare support for the less fortunate, equal
opportunity, and minority rights. These traditions likely stem from a not-so-distant era
when Icelanders were the minority subjects of the Danish monarchy and its strict trade
monopolies” (Evans, A).
Iceland has had an interesting history regarding political parties and much of their politics
stems from a younger democratic generation. The largest party that existed before the economic
crash was the Independence Party (Sjalfstadisflokkurinn) which was based in Reykjavik. But by
the end of January 2009, the party fell apart and instead a new political party was formed in 2000
called the Social Democratic Alliance. This party was created from several different left-ish
parties such as the Social Democratic Party, the Women’s Alliance, and the People’s Alliance
(Evans, A). This party focused heavily on both labour policy, social welfare, and making
attempts to assist the problems that ensued with the financial crisis. The election of 2013
however, brought with it the re-introduction of the Independence and Progressive Parties which
became once again, the primary parties of Iceland. The Progressive Party
(Framsooknarflokkurinn), which is Iceland’s second largest party, hosts a crowd that are
moderate liberal democrats focused mainly on farmers and fishermen (Evans, A).

The largest and most interesting political issue in Iceland today continues to be the
amazing economic recovery from the financial crisis of 2008. Although they of course have
other issues that are similar to other countries such as the use of natural resources, conservation,
tax and inflation, and immigration, this still remains to be the most talked about topic of the
region (Evans, A).
Icelandic People and their Culture
Appearance
When you think of Icelandic people what do you picture? My original thought was
blonde haired and blue eyed, but what I didn’t expect to learn was that there would be a much
higher diversity in their appearances.
“Some Icelanders appear quite dark and Celtic genes contribute a higher-than-average
number of redheads. What is distinct are the pronounced Nordic features, most noticeable
in a person’s eyes, nose, and cheekbones” (Evans, A).
Relativeness
Since the population is not as large in this region as it is in many other countries, this has
created a tightly knit community of citizens. Most people know one another and I was actually
surprised to find out that Icelanders have access to a website that can actually make the
connection between two people.
“The common belief is that all Icelanders are related by no more than four degrees of
separation. As proof, there is a national website (www.islendingbok.is) where any two
Icelanders can easily find out how they are connected by blood or marriage. The site is
password-protected for Icelanders only, and goes back to the late 1700s” (Evans, A).
Language
When it comes to speaking with Icelanders the main language that is spoken is Icelandic;
however, many of Iceland’s citizens also speak English. This is great news considering how
difficult it is for a foreigner to pronounce many of their words. I mean have you ever looked at a
map of the country and thought “O man, how on earth do I say that!?”. I know I did, but this is
also another aspect that makes Iceland so incredibly unique. The Icelandic language stems from
the Old Norse spoken by the Vikings and is classified as West Scandinavian; however, due to the
isolation of Iceland, their language did not evolve or integrate into other Scandinavian languages
(Evans, A). “Icelandic is both a modern and ancient language, one of the oldest to survive

unchanged for so long” (Evans, A). This is one facet about Iceland that I personally find to be
fascinating. I love history and I find it incredibly amazing that the citizens of this country strive
to preserve their heritage so profoundly. Even in their language, it lives on. However, there is an
issue that arises with the ability to maintain the Icelandic language.
“English is also required learning at a young age, but there is some concern that the
prominence of English in multi-media is diluting the role of Icelandic in Iceland. Today,
Icelandic children learn more English from video games than they do at school and
English has replaced Danish as the lingua franca with other Nordic countries. Visitors
may sigh in relief to find out that in Iceland ‘everyone speaks English’, but that is callow
and misses the point. Icelanders do best to respond in English if English is spoken to
them, but it is still their second language. Icelanders are well educated, yes, but younger
generations manage better than older and there are some parts of Iceland where locals
simply do not know english” (Evans, A).
This excerpt is one that I found to be exceedingly important when it comes to visiting the region.
Not only is the multi-media changing the status quo of the Icelandic language, but I have no
doubt that this also applies to the fact that they are gaining an abundance of tourists every year.
Most of whom, happen to speak English. Their language lies deep within the roots of the area
and becoming yet another tourist who speaks English to travel to this beautiful country has
consequences for their culture. The citizens are adapting to speak English more frequently in
order to gain revenue from the tourism industry, but at what cost? By having the tourism industry
continue to grow, will the younger generations then eventually make English their first
language? This is an important consideration that I felt needed to be acknowledged. We have an
effect on every region that we travel to whether we realize it or not.
Folklore
When traveling within Iceland, one will view the land and see many different natural
formations and occurrences happening such as the aurora borealis, the midnight sun,
strange-shaped lava rocks, the wind, moss, and the mist (Evans, A). Each of these have enabled
the imagination to run vivid with tales such as the huldufolk, or the “hidden people” which have
the same appearance as humans, but are said to be much more beautiful (Evans, A). These so
called “hidden people” are believed to live among the rocks and if a rock is moved, it is said to
cause offense to these occupants who will then cause great distress to the individual who has
disturbed them. For this reason, the citizens of Iceland create their roads and other landscapes
around the natural formations such as boulders in order to prevent the consequences that could
ensue. Many Icelanders also believe in trolls which turn to stone when the sun shines on them.
Some of the more intriguing lava forms are actually the remnants of surprised trolls (Evans, A).

On top of this, many Icelanders believe in fylgjur and draugar. Fylgjur, which are
spiritual beings that generally take the form of an animal or a woman, are a reflection of a
person’s character (Evans, A). These beings tend to follow the individual around either
protecting them or tormenting them. Draugar are ghosts and a high number of Icelandic homes
have a significant amount of hauntings (Evans). I am hoping to here about some of these
hauntings, but recognize that these ghost stories will be much more intimidating than the ones I
have heard around the campfire in Northern New York …
Although the water drew me to the region for sea kayaking purposes, I am also drawn to
the land and it’s wonders.
“ Few fans know that J R R Tolkein wrote his senior thesis on the subject of Old
Icelandic, and that the vivid folklore of Iceland had a very direct influence on the Lord of
the Rings series of books” (Evans, A).
I found this incredibly cool and yes, it is a little nerdy of me, but I love this series and I
personally am excited to delve more into the folklore. Also, by viewing the natural features of
this country and seeing the connections in person it will provide me with an even deeper respect
for their ideals than simply reading it on a piece of paper. I am hoping to discuss the topic of
folklore with some of the Icelanders that I meet in my travels.
Literature
Reading and writing are among the top favorite things that Icelanders enjoy doing.
“Iceland is the most literate country in the word and one in every ten Icelanders will write a
book” (Evans, A). The most famous work consists of the sagas that were created in the 12th and
14th centuries which depict long historical tales about family feuds, romance, war, travels, and
adventure (Evans, A). I am hoping to purchase one of these while I am there, but at the very
least, ask some of the locals and learn about them that way since most of these sagas are mainly
passed down orally. Many of these sagas explain the richness of the land which will only
increase my curiosity of the areas that we travel to within Iceland.
Music
The older Icelandic music is very choral and religious; however, they also have Icelandic
Jazz. This is a type of music that I would love to hear considering that I love to listen and sing
Jazz myself. Reykjavik is often where people can go to here local bands perform and I am
hoping that during my stay in Iceland I might have the opportunity to listen to this genre live.
Iceland has also produced other music as well and some may not know, but the rock band Of
Monsters and Men is actually from Iceland. I enjoy listening to their music as well.

● These facets of the Icelandic culture were derived from a publication called “Iceland” by
Andrew Evans. Although there are many more characteristics that pertain to their culture,
these were some of the aspects that struck my interest in the country personally.

Current State of Iceland
After enduring the economic collapse of 2008, Iceland has fervently been regaining its
economic strength. Iceland has since adopted more sustainable financial methods that have
enabled the economy to bounce back rather quickly (“Failing banks, winning economy: the truth
about Iceland’s recovery | World Finance,”).
“Rather than drastically cutting pay, which naturally reduces both spending and the ability of
citizens to repay their loans, Iceland devalued its currency by around 60 percent, thereby
keeping wages at around the same level but making the krona worth less.
Here lies a key advantage of a single currency during times of economic crisis and a vital step
that enabled the country to recover” (“Failing banks, winning economy: the truth about
Iceland’s recovery | World Finance,”).
The Fishing industry has made a large impact on the recovery of the area as its exports bring in
1.03 billion dollars in revenue to the country (“Failing banks, winning economy: the truth about
Iceland’s recovery | World Finance,”).  Another very large part of this financial gain comes from
the promotion of tourism within the region. Much of the infrastructure such as hotels and
attractions, have increased within the past few years in order to accommodate the influx of
tourists looking to explore the culture as well as the wondrous natural landscapes that Iceland has
to offer. Outdoor adventures are endless in this region with tours consisting of skiing, fishing,
biking, trekking, paddling, horseback riding, and many more. Tourism has increased 100 percent
since 2006 (“Failing banks, winning economy: the truth about Iceland’s recovery | World
Finance,”).
This aspect applies directly to my excursion as I too will be an outsider visiting the area
with my expedition partner. The summer months are when Iceland receives its largest boom of
tourists due to the nature of the weather that ensues during these particular months. Despite the
fact that the Northern Lights,which draw in tourism as well, are more visible in the area around
the months of March, April, September, and October, they can still be seen during the time

period that I have chosen for my trip. The weather during the month of June will be ideal to carry
out my expedition.
As far as the economic impact of the fishing industry in the country goes, I have
incorporated time to explore the village of Sudureyri which has become very well-known for its
sustainable fishing practices. Not only will this allow me to explore more of the culture of the
area, but it will also be great for me to shed more light on what they have accomplished in that
village. I am a double major here at SUNY Plattsburgh and my Environmental Studies degree
has helped me gain more awareness of the environmental impacts that we humans create;
therefore, I think it will be incredibly useful to learn, as well as understand, how the locals have
attained such a well-known environmentally friendly reputation.

Expedition History
-

In 325 BC, the ancient Greek explorer Pytheas discovered Iceland and named it “Thule”.

-

In 825 BC, Irish monk Diculi described in a publication the livelihood of Christian Celtic
monks who lived on Iceland for many years until the Norse arrived and they fled.

-

Naddodur the Viking was the first Norse to arrive in Iceland and called it “Snowland”.

-

Swedish Viking Gardar Svavarosson sailed to Snowland after his mother had a vision
declaring her son’s fate in the new land. He circumnavigated the land and found that it
was an island. He then built a home in the North. He stayed for one winter before leaving,
but somehow managed to leave his servant behind, Nattfari, who became the first de
facto first settler in Iceland (Evans, A).

-

Floki Vilgerdarson traveled to this land next and with him he brought three black ravens
to guide him in the right direction. These ravens were extraordinarily intelligent with
navigation. The first two ravens that he let loose did not fly far from the ship, but the
third one flew ahead straight towards the west (Evans, A). Floki followed the bird which
took he and his crew to land. Floki to this day is remembered as Hrafna - Floki, or Floki Raven.
“Bad voyages tend to be more memorable than good ones, and such was the case with
Floki. First his daughter drowned en route, then he arrived and became trapped by the
cold and bitter winter. Floki found the fishing in Breidafjordur to be so fantastic that he
forgot to harvest hay for his livestock and they all died from starvation. Then his fishing

boat broke loose with his closest friend inside and he watched them both drift away.
Depressed and frustrated by the colder than average spring, Floki climbed a mountain and
looked across to the next fjord where he was met with a view of hundreds of floating
icebergs. Crestfallen, he called this place island (‘ice - land’) “ (Evans, A).
Floki had landed in a place within the West Fjords now called Flokalundur and upon his return to
Norway he concluded that Iceland was not a fantastic place (wonder why … ) and spoke ill of it
to the citizens of Norway. However, if it weren’t for Floki’s younger crew member, Thorolf,
who used his vivid imagination to describe Iceland as being an amazing place where butter
actually dropped from every blade of grass, Iceland likely would have been left alone (Evans, A).
Rumours quickly spread about the riches that Iceland had to offer.
More Recent Expeditions
-

In 1977, Nigel Foster and Geoff Hunter were the first to circumnavigate Iceland. I have
met and have been in contact with Nigel to discuss the sea kayaking portion of my
expedition. The information that he has provided me about the places to which I plan to
travel to, has been incredibly helpful.

3. Design & Methodology

Paddling, trekking, airfare, and bus will be my methods of transportation while visiting
the country of Iceland. Each of these are necessary in order to reach the specific locations that I
have included within my itinerary.
When I began Expeditionary Studies I knew right away that paddling would be my main
concentration within the program. Although others insisted that I keep a more broad spectrum to
determine if I might go with another discipline, the enjoyment that I gained while out on the
water was something that came so very easily for me. I was constantly smiling when out on a
river paddling whitewater in the Adirondacks or even in a sea kayak out on Lake Champlain.
The learning that I have
absorbed through this activity
thus far will assist me while I
continue to challenge myself
further on my own planned
expedition which brings me
to my next phase of growth:
the ocean environment.
Although I have paddled in
Scotland, Wales, and Maine,
taking this opportunity to
paddle in Iceland will provide
me with more experience in an oceanic
habitat and will be different than the
locations in which I have previously
paddled. This excursion will also display how far I have come in the program since I will not be
accompanied by a professor, but will rather create the itinerary and make the overall decisions on
this particular expedition. Paddling, for me, is a passion, one in which I would like to pursue
further. The door to true sea kayaking, out in the ocean, was introduced to me this past June of
2016 while in Scotland and Wales and I have fallen in love with the pastime. The exploration of
waters via sea kayaking within an ocean environment challenged me, but in a very positive way
and I would like to challenge myself yet again.
Once in the town of Flateyri, we will acquire our equipment from a local outfitter in the
Westfjords. This outfitter supplies both Rainbow Laser sea kayaks from Italy and Seayak Prion
sea kayaks from Germany, as well as paddles and spray skirts. Having the availability to acquire
this equipment, and at a discounted price due to the nature of the expedition, will assist us in

keeping costs lower. The craft that this outfitter will supply us is very similar to that of the
equipment that I have used within the Expeditionary Studies program.
Proposed Itinerary
One of the best times to travel to Iceland is within the months of May and June due to the
decent weather and fewer tourists; therefore, I am planning my expedition to take place from
May 30 - June 15th of 2017.
Iceland’s weather is extremely unpredictable; however, during the months of
May-August, which is during the high season, the weather is generally more comfortable than
usual (“Iceland Travel Guide,”). This is not to be mistaken with assuming that it will be a
paradise at the time of visitation since the weather can always alter, but this is when the largest
tourism occurs in the country due to the more tame weather that transpires in the region (“Iceland
Travel Guide,”).
Day One (May 30th):  Fly into Reykjavik. Exchange currency at the bank in the
Keflavik International Airport. Stay at the campground near the airport.
Crux: We could have problems exchanging our currency, or obtaining food that we need.
Day Two (May 31st):  Take a flight from Reykjavik to the city of Isafjordur at 8am
(There is a Bonus (food market) in Isafjordur), then catch a bus to the town of Flateyri
(30 minute ride). Camp in Flateyri.
Crux: We could have problems obtaining food that we need, or even experience
difficulties getting to Flateyri.

Day Three (June 1st): Obtain gear from Kayak Flateyri (local sea kayak rental
company) in the early morning and begin kayaking in Onundarfjordur Bay. Paddle to
Sudureyri and explore the sustainable village that is known as Iceland’s “oldest fishing
village” (Fish Factory Tour, Museums, etc.). Camp in Suduryeri.
Crux: The weather may be too hazardous to begin our paddling portion of the trip.We
could have an issue obtaining the kayaks + gear that we need. We may arrive in
Suduryeri too late for a tour at the museums or the Fish Factory.

Day Four (June 2nd):  Paddle from Sudureyri to Bolungarvik. Hike up Mt. Bolafjall
(638m or 2,093ft) which takes approximately 1 hour, but I will be adding on an extra
hour or so for our ascent as a precaution. Camp in Bolungarvik.
Crux: We might experience bad weather that may hinder us from doing the short hike
after setting up camp in Bolungarvik. Also, it might take us more time to actually get to
where we will be camping which may leave us with limited time to do the hike.

Day Five (June 3rd): Possibly visit the Natural History Museum in Bolungarvik at 9am
(Depending on the weather/tides), stay for a couple of hours, then begin paddling back
towards Sudureyri. Camp at Skalavik Bay or continue paddling to Sudureyri, but camp at
a different campsite. Set up camp and explore the fjord.
Crux: Weather/tides may hinder us from going to the Museum or from exploring the
fjord.
Day Six (June 4th): Paddle from Sudureyri to Flateyri. Camp between Sudureyri and
Flateyri.
Crux: It may be tricky finding a campsite as most of the landscape is mountainous until
you get closer to Flateyri.
Day Seven (June 5th):  Paddle to Flateyri and return our kayaking gear in the afternoon.
(We are able to do this at anytime this day). Camp in Flateyri.
Crux: The weather/tides could make it a little difficult getting back to the outfitter.
Day Eight (June 6th): Take the bus back to Isafjordur. Restock on groceries. Explore
the area. Camp in Isafjordur.
Crux: We could miss the bus to Isafjordur or could have trouble finding a spot to set up
camp.

Day Nine (June 7th): Fly from Isafjordur to Reykjavik at 9am. Take the local bus to
Landmannalaugar. Enjoy Landmannalaugar and it’s hot springs/scenery, prepare for our
trek that begins the following morning.
Crux: The flight could be delayed. Weather could be poor when we reach
Landmannalaugar.

Day Ten (June 8th):  We will begin hiking the Laugavegur Trail (The start of Iceland’s
most famous long-distance hiking trail. This location was also the inspiration of J.R.
Tolken’s “The Hobbit” publication). Camp in the designated tent site at Hrafntinnusker
on Landmannalaugar. The hike up Landmannalaugar is 600m/1,970ft and lies at an
altitude of nearly 1,100m/3,610ft. (Tent camping at the designated tent sites costs $10 a
night. Due to environmental precautions, wild camping is not allowed).
Crux: Weather could be hazardous (extremely high winds) causing us to delay our hike
for a day or to remain at this location for an extra day.
Day Eleven (June 9th): Continue the trek on the Laugavegur Trail. Camp at either the
designated tent site near Alfatavan, or continue hiking for another hour to the next
designated tent site at Hvannagil.

Crux: Weather could be Hazardous (extremely high winds) causing us to remain at this
location for an extra day.
Day Twelve (June 10th): Continue trekking on the Laugavegur Trail. Camp at the
designated tent site at Emstrur. Take a short hike from the tent site to view the region’s
largest river, Markarfljot.
Crux: We may not be able to take the short hike to view the river due to weather
conditions.

Day Thirteen (June 11th): Finish trekking from Emstrur to Porsmork, then continue on
the trail to the foot of the Eyjafjallajokull Glacier. Continue on until we reach Husadalur.
Set up camp in Husadalur.
Crux: Weather could be Hazardous (extremely high winds) causing us to remain at this
location for an extra day or we may not be able to take the trail to the Eyjafjallajokull
Glacier. We could have difficulty ultimately reaching Husadalur and setting up camp.
Day Fourteen (June 12th): Rest Day/Extra Day. This is an extra day that will be added
in case the weather throughout our hike causes us to remain at a camping spot for an
extra day or more. Camp at Husadalur.
Crux: We could have difficulty ultimately reaching Husadalur and setting up camp.

Day Fifteen (June 13th): Take the Reykjavik Excursions bus back to Reykjavik. The
bus arrives daily at noon and 2:30pm (leaves at 3:30pm). Take the bus back towards the
airport. Camp at the campground nearby. Restock on food for the next two days.
Crux: We may have trouble obtaining a campsite by the time we get to the campground.
Day Sixteen (June 14th): Take a bus from Reykjavik to Pingvellir National Park (This
is a divergent continental boundary, one of the only land divergent boundaries in the
world, and when you’re there you are not actually on a tectonic plate, you’re in between
the North American and Eurasian plates). If we have time, we will also take a bus out to
view the beautiful Skogafoss waterfall as well.
Crux: We may not have time to visit both sites, weather could hinder us from going to
one or the other this day.
Day Seventeen (June 15th): Take a bus from the campground to Keflavik International
Airport. Fly back home.
Crux: We could miss the bus, weather could push our flights back.
Physical Preparation
For this excursion Bri and I will be remaining active and participating in outdoor
activities such as skiing, rock climbing, white water kayaking, and hiking. On top of this, Bri and
I incorporate other exercises such as dance and yoga into our routines which help to improve
balance and endurance. The main aspect that I am concerned with is our endurance which will be
needed throughout my expedition for the sea kayaking section as well as the hiking portion. I
believe that the activities that we incorporate into our daily itineraries will greatly assist us with
this facet. I also have been going to the training room throughout the semester to use the erg
machine, balance exercises, and core enhancing workouts in order to help me perform well on
my trip.
Bri and I are both in favor of creating home cooked meals and incorporate fruits and
vegetables into our everyday diets. We have a pretty standard diet and try to eat foods that will
accommodate our physical activity. We also enjoy very similar meals when it comes to
expeditions which will make this one relatively easy to obtain food even at the grocery stores in
Iceland.
Technical Preparation
I have sea kayaked out on the ocean 20 days total (Maine, Wales, and Scotland). During a
multitude of these days I received my 2,3, 4 star trainings, and my Coastal Navigation and Tidal
Planning training. I have been in a sea kayak 37+ days total and have also been out in white

water kayaks as well as canoes multiple days to practice the same skills that transfer. On several
of these occasions I was accompanied by instructors who have been in the paddling industry for
a very long time. Each of them have assisted my learning process in providing me with
knowledge on several necessary skills needed for paddling in an oceanic habitat as well as river
systems and out on lakes. The knowledge that I have gained from each of these individuals will
be applied to my adventure and enable me to make better decisions as the leader of my
expedition while I am in Iceland. In assisting with the white water course this semester, I have
had the opportunity to work on my own skills which I will need when I am in Iceland. This “real
practice” is what will help me feel more confident in my abilities as a paddler. Lastly, to help me
prepare for my expedition, I planned and executed a sea kayaking trip to Maine. This was helpful
in getting me to get my systems down, paddle in an ocean environment, determine what I will
need to work on/prepare for my Iceland trip, and to work on my tidal planning/navigational
skills. I was also able to get out and hike this semester, mainly day hikes, that were planned out
in advance which worked well to vary my exercise routine.
Equipment
Please refer to Appendix E for the extended Gear List for this expedition.
Budget
Please refer to Appendix D for the full budget outline spreadsheet.
Outline
For this expedition Bri and I are looking to accomplish our trip with a minimal amount of
expenses. Although the flights are relatively cheap to get to Iceland, prices easily increase once
you are within the country. This is very likely caused by the tourism industry that is gearing their
revenue towards a particular style of tourist: those willing to spend a lot of money for the
experiences offered. Therefore, any discounts that we can get or financial assistance will be
extremely beneficial for both of us.
Gear Costs
Most of the gear we will be bringing to Iceland ourselves; however, the sea kayaks are
not an item that are easily transportable from country to country. Therefore, we will be obtaining
two sea kayaks from a local outfitter in Flateyri. The owner, Siggi, and I have been in contact
and he is willing to provide kayaks, spray skirts, and paddles to both of us for a discounted price
due to the nature of our excursion. In American currency the price for the kayaking equipment,
for five days total, will be $175 per person. I have personally purchased a Kokatat Women’s
Large Drysuit for $200 to use for the sea kayaking portion of the trip. Unfortunately, because Bri
is not an Expeditionary Studies student and has not accumulated gear like I have, I will be

making the necessary arrangements to borrow paddling gear from the program for her to use
while we are there.
Travel Costs
The flights to Iceland are relatively cheap with mine personally being $435 round trip.
However, we will also be taking a second flight to get from Reykjavik to the West Fjords. This
flight will cost $200 round trip and is the quickest way to get to Isafjordur in order to begin
kayaking on June 1st. It will be $240 total for buses based on the route that I have planned and
$50 for camping in the designated tent sites along the Laugavegur Trail later on during the trip.
Additionally, we will be using at least $300 for food supplies while we are in Iceland.
Grants and Other Funding Sources
Bri and I are looking to cover some of the expenses from funds obtained through
working, but hopefully from some of the scholarships/awards listed below. My parents
specifically are going to be aiding most of my excursion if I do not receive funds from the list
below.
1.) Gerhard Gruendling Undergraduate Research Award – Letter from research advisor
required. Application due March 27, 2017.
● This is for a CEES (Center for Earth and Environmental Science) Student who is
participating in undergraduate research in ENV or GEL.

2.) NY Division of Women’s National Farm and Garden Association, Inc. Scholarship Application due March 27, 2017.
● This is a scholarship provided to all CEES students.

3.) Miscellaneous Center Scholarships (as available) - Application due March 27, 2017.
● These are scholarships provided to all CEES students.

4.) Anthony Santandrea Memorial Scholarship – Application due March 27, 2017.

● This scholarship is intended for SUNY undergraduates – “Honor student’s love
for the Adirondack Mountains and respect for environment.”

5.) The Laurence Soroka and Cerise Oberman Expeditionary Studies Endowment Application due March 1, 2017.
● Applied through the Expeditionary Studies program upon completion of this
proposal.

6.) SUNY Plattsburgh Applied Learning Grant - Application due April 1, 2017.
● This grant is used in order to provide financial support to under - or unpaid
learning experiences and/or offset direct expenses. Funding is made available by
the SUNY Plattsburgh College Foundation and is distributed by the Career
Development Center.
Logistics
Travel to/from:
We will be entering Iceland in Reykjavik at the Keflavik International Airport via Air
Iceland flights. We will stay in/near Reykjavik for the night likely at the Laugardalur
campground (a local bus can get us there). On May 31st we will take a flight from Reykjavik to
Isafjordur and a local bus from Isafjordur to Flateyri so that we can begin our trip the following
morning. We will be camping while in the Westfjords and will be traveling by sea kayak. On
June 7th we will take a bus from Flateyri to Isafjordur, restock on groceries, then take our round
trip flight back to Reykjavik.
● Refer to Itinerary for further explanations of our plans.
Travel in and around Iceland:
Flights, local buses, and traveling by sea kayak will be how we make our way in and
around the country. Although there are other options such as renting a car, this will be the
cheapest route when totaled.

Food and Supplies:
We will be exploring Reykjavik the first afternoon-evening so we will either try some of
the local foods such as their famous hot dogs, or purchase food at a grocery store. However, once
we get to Isafjordur, we will be purchasing groceries at the Bonus food market, which is the
cheapest grocery store in Iceland, before kayaking.
Extra Gear and Supplies:
For the trekking portion we will not need our sea kayaking gear; therefore, we will be
storing our equipment in a locker at the Keflavik International Airport. We will be able to get our
supplies before we leave to return to the United States.
Contingency Plan
If the weather does not enable us to sea kayak out on the open ocean, then we will be
implementing a new plan which will involve trekking in the local area instead. There are many
hikes that can be done in the Westfjords region, especially near Isafjordur. This could also end
up giving us some more time to explore the villages nearby and learn more about local culture.
Proposed itinerary
●
-

Hornstrandir Peninsula
This is a nature preserve that is only accessible via a ferry ride from Isafjordur.
It is open to the public for camping and has 13 designated camping sites for tents.
It is crucial for the environment that we carry in and carry out as well as use latrines that
are available, and trails that have been created. No bushwacking. Fragile environment.
It is possible to hike up to a week in this area and there is much to be explored. We would
spend our time hiking and exploring the vast variety of wildlife that populates this
location.

● Seljalandsdalur Ski Area to Hnífsdalur
- 3-4hrs trek one way.
- Go to the ridge on the western side of Isafjordur, then down the valley to Hnifsdalur, and
start the trek at the ski area which is southwest of Isafjordur. Go from valley to valley,
then make your way back to Isafjordur. This would be one of the day hikes that we do in
the region.

●
-

Súðavík to Ísafjörður
5-6hrs. Trek
856m high peak. Tallest in Isafjordur.
Can do this hike in reverse. Starts out steep.
Could still have snow at the top in early summer. This would be another day hike.

●
-

Kubbi
2-3hrs.
Steep hike.
“To start, drive to the very south side of the fjord where the dirt road will eventually end
near the river. Cross the bridge and follow the tracks up the side of the mountain,
alongside the stream. The first 0.5 miles are very steep and there isn’t much of a trail. As
you get further up the mountainside a trail will emerge, but it sometimes disappears again
(just continue in the direction to the point). When you reach the end you will have grand
views of the fjord and surrounding mountains. You can extend the out and back hike by
turning it into a loop by continuing to the top of the mountain and back down” (“Best
Panoramic Hikes around Ísafjörður,”).
This would be yet another day hike, but would give us beautiful views of Isafjordur.

-

Ethical considerations
Expedition Team Member
My friend Brianna Zak will be joining me on this expedition. She is a fellow student here
at SUNY Plattsburgh whom I met during my open pool sessions for the Expeditionary Studies
students. Although she is not in the major, she still has acquired skill sets within the paddling
realm that I believe will be sufficient for my adventure. I have also seen her roll in a white water
kayak proficiently. Although I have not yet paddled with her out on Lake Champlain or on the
Saranac River, Brianna displays a very easy going, kind, and adventurous attitude which is
exactly what I am looking for in my team member. Brianna exhibits the characteristics in both
the paddling aspect as well as a team member facet that I am searching for. The decision to have
another person join me on my expedition is not something that I take lightly. It is the chance to
embark on an adventure that will hopefully provide me with as many opportunities to enhance
my growth. The person whom I choose to join me should be someone who can also gain
experience, work well with me, achieve growth both mentally and physically, and simply have a
good time on this journey. The goal is to experience an incredible expedition of a lifetime while
also creating a lifelong friendship.

“Of all the things you do in your life, few will be more life-altering than going on an
expedition. Whether large or small, long or short, mountaineering or otherwise, an
expedition offers adventure and camaraderie that has a long-lasting effect on everyone,
hopefully for the better. After you return, normal life takes over, for a while. But
eventually the wanderlust deep inside begins to nag, like an unquenchable thirst.
Resistance is futile” (Impossible Quotes).
Socioeconomic Impact
The region of Iceland is recently becoming one of the most visited countries on our
planet. The tourism boom is likely to bring in thousands of individuals, along with revenue, into
the country from areas all around the globe including myself from the United States. This is
likely to be a rather intimidating time for several Icelanders and I hope that mine and my
teammate’s presence will be greeted with enthusiasm especially when they learn of our activities
that we have ensued while visiting their beautiful land.
According to an article I found via the internet, the largest tourism booms occur during
the months of May- August which is the high season in Iceland. This is when most, if not all
roads are open, the crowds are large at the most well-known sites, the daylight lasts until 3 am,
and the weather should be more comfortable than usual yet still remaining unpredictable.
(“Iceland Travel Guide,”). The influx of so many foreigners to this country, especially within
these months on which I plan to travel there, may very well be an issue for the citizens of
Iceland. This is an aspect that I will have to take into consideration when visiting the Westfjords
as well as the towns adjacent to the location. The Westfjords are a very popular tourist

destination both on land as well as sea. There are many kayak guiding companies that run
excursions within the area who will likely be guiding groups where I may be paddling. Although
this could possibly take away from some of the remoteness of my trip, it could also be an
opportunity to meet new people and briefly share our stories.
Due to the existence of such a large amount of sightseers during this time, I will be glad
to be out on the water for several of my expedition. I want to make sure that I achieve the sense
of remoteness while on this adventure, but also insert myself into the local culture. The locations
that I travel to during the beginning of my adventure will include more remote points and
gradually move into more exploration of the culture and it’s people that reside in the beautiful
country of Iceland towards the middle as well as the end of my expedition. I have the likelihood
to not only meet local icelanders, but also the opportunity to talk to others form multiple regions
around the world we are also experiencing the beauty that Iceland has to offer.
Environmental Impact
This detail is of great importance to me. At SUNY Plattsburgh I am a dual major in both
Environmental and Expeditionary Studies. One of the themes that constantly arises in both of
these departments is environmental impacts that I may inflict upon the planet or a particular area
that I am visiting. While traveling in Iceland I would like to apply the knowledge that i have
acquired in both of these fields to assist me in achieving the most minimal impact possible while
in a completely knew domain. My teammate and I will be arriving at Iceland via plane, taking a
bus from Reykjavik to where we need to start in the Westfjords, taking a bus back to Reykjavik
at the end of our excursion, and finally taking a plane back to the United States. Each of these
modes of transportation involve negative environmental implications due to the increase in air
pollution. Unfortunately, these options will increase our ecological footprint, but we cannot
really deviate from these choices unless of course we begin our adventure crossing the Atlantic
Ocean from Northern New York State which is rather a bit of a stretch.
Other considerations that we will have to take into account are Leave No Trace Ethics,
launching and landing points, entering the habitats of several species of birds that nest in the
region we will be paddling in, placement of gear such as tents in locations that may be protected
or host fragile species of wildlife, and keeping any trash that we may accumulate or equipment
from leaving our kayaks while paddling or on land when hiking/camping. On top of this, we will
be camping in designated sites along our trek during the second half of our trip. These designated
sites are required for adventurers to use so that the environmental impact on the land is
decreased. Wild camping is not allowed while hiking on the trail.

4. Risk Management

The chart that is depicted below is a Risk Assessment diagram specifically designed for sea
kayaking expeditions. The evaluations for this portion of the trip have been placed on this graph
which is used by NOLS for multi-day paddling excursions.

Please refer to the attached Google Sheet for a formal Risk Assessment.

General Sea Kayaking Considerations
There are many factors that deserve consideration when it comes to sea kayaking as the
oceanic habitat is constantly changing. This requires evaluation of conditions at all times during
the day and night as we will have plenty of daylight to paddle while we are in Iceland. The main
concerns have been depicted in the chart above, but further considerations can be found on the
Risk Assessments spreadsheet. Since we will be a team out paddling on the open ocean, we will
need to be aware of the changes that may be occurring around us at all times and be able to
communicate effectively with one another when something seems unsafe or worth consideration.
Each of the aspects in the chart above will be evaluated before, during, and after we get off of the
water.
The weather is a crucial factor when it comes to making this trip successful, especially
this portion of the excursion. I have been informed by Nigel Foster that we should converse with
the locals about the weather each day we are out paddling. This is due to the contrast in
conditions near the shore compared to the conditions once we get out into the open. The
differences can be drastic and the local fisherman will be able to give us a better description of
what the surroundings are like before we attempt to travel out into them. This will not only
benefit us by keeping us safe, but it will also provide an opportunity for us to speak with the
locals which is part of one of my goals: to immerse myself in the local culture. Hearing their
knowledge about the area will be extremely valuable.
Terrain is another factor that we will have to be aware of as some of the places that we
plan to stop and set up camp at could ultimately turn out to be a difficult place to land due to
rough water. Checking the tidal and current information well before, right before, and during our
trip will be crucial to the success of our plan. This will help with both aspects and provide us
with information to make the best decisions we can each day we are out paddling.
Lastly, human factors will be incredibly important as we travel from location to location.
As the chart states, honesty and communication are going to be necessary in order to make sure
that we remain safe as well as in sync with one another. This one aspect will greatly effect and/or
assist the other facets in the chart under that section. If we maintain an active level of open and
honest communication, that will make our trip run much smoother. Bri and I have been, and are
already setting the tone for this process. She and I have already filled out and sent the
questionnaires located in Appendix F to one another as well as conversing about our plans for the
trip overall. I found these questionnaires to be very useful and require that the participant is
openly honest with their answers which then provides us with the opportunity to get to know one
another a little better even before the start of our trip. I believe that these are very beneficial
when it comes to considering an expedition partner.
Bri and I will be carrying first aid kits, tow lines, PFDs, helmets, and wearing proper
footwear to assist with the launching and landing procedures. We will also be carrying a SPOT

Device. This is our way to have a constant communication with the Expeditionary Studies
Department as well as family members who have also reviewed our plans. The S.O.S button on
the device will strictly be used for an emergency situation in which we need assistance.
General Medical Considerations
Food:
- Most foods found in Iceland will not have ingredients that are dissimilar to foods found
in the United States, but there is always the possibility that our bodies could react
negatively to any one of the foods that we ingest while there. Because of this reason, we
will abstain from eating foods that are very out of the ordinary, uncooked meat, food that
has been sitting out for too long, and foods that may not come from a reliable source. We
will be cooking most of the food that we eat with our Jetboil stoves. It is very easy to
obtain fuel for these as many gas stations carry them in their stores. Isafjordur also has a
grocery store called a Bonus which is comparable to an Aldi’s here in Plattsburgh. This
will help us when trying to keep costs lower while on the expedition.
Water:
- We will stick to drinking purified water while on our trip. Salt water is not a viable
source of hydration; therefore, we will be bringing plenty of water to assist us throughout
the paddling section and later on during the trekking section. Bladders, nalgene water
bottles, boiling water, and using Chlorine Dioxide tablets if necessary to treat water will
be our methods of staying hydrated for the duration of our trip.
● Physical examination will be done prior to the expedition.
● Immunizations: Strongly Recommended
- Hep A
● Immunizations: Optional
- Hep B
- Rabies

Insurance
I have insured my traveling activities, mainly flights and baggage.
-

Travel Insurance purchased for roundtrip flight from Montreal to Reykjavik: $28.95
Travel Insurance purchased for Baggage: $5.00

-

Insurance was not offered with my flight from Reykjavik to Isafjordur.

Emergency Response Plan
While in Iceland, Bri and I will be taking the necessary precautions to ensure our safety;
however, accidents do happen and in the event that we arrive in a situation that is not ideal, we
will be using our SPOT Device to send out a message to the ICE-SAR, or Icelandic Association
for Search and Rescue. This organization works alongside the police as well as firefighters to
provide safety to not only the citizens of the country, but also to visitors. Although their police
force and coast guard are rather small, they make up for it with the large amount of volunteers
(who undergo rigorous training for two years) who team up within different areas in Iceland to
perform search and rescue missions.
“Today, there are 100 ICE-SAR search and rescue teams capable of handling everything

from high-mountain glacier rescues to volcanic eruptions. In the wake of the recent
Bardarbunga volcanic eruption, it was ICE-SAR that evacuated the area and blocked
access to danger zones. In 2010, when a magnitude-7 earthquake struck Haiti, ICE-SAR
sent rescuers to Port-au-Prince. They also maintain a network of huts, scattered across
Iceland, where travelers can seek refuge during emergencies” (Pierre-Louis & Clowes,
2014).
This organization does not bill the individual that needs to be rescued for they fear that this will
dissuade the person from calling for help. But this does not mean that individuals should be
taking advantage of this luxury. Instead, people should be preparing as much as possible for the
events that could ensue while they are visiting.
“Instead, ICE-SAR is focusing its efforts on reducing demand through education. Since
2000 tourism has grown an average of 7 percent annually. In 2012, Iceland played host to
672,000 visitors, roughly double the island’s population. While some teams are only
called upon a few times a year, other areas are facing a growing need for their services
because tourists aren’t always sufficiently cautious—attempting to cross glaciers in
nothing but T-shirts and sneakers; tackling treacherous roads with two-wheel-drive
vehicles; or going off-road at all, which in addition to being dangerous is against the law.
‘There is a lot of pressure on the volunteers,’ Baldursdottir says. ‘They’re going out
several times a week, and they have families, school. It’s a lot of strain on many of the
smaller teams out in the country—they’re busy and getting busier’ ” (Pierre-Louis &
Clowes, 2014).

This is an aspect that needs to be mentioned considering the fact that we too are a part of this
“tourism boom” happening in the country. Therefore, in order to make things easier for ourselves
as well as the rescuers, we have created an Emergency Response Plan to help alleviate the need
to reach out for help. However, if needed, we will of course seek assistance. Below is our formal
Emergency Response Plan:
Step 1: Identify the emergency
Step 2: Stabilize the situation
- Self, group, casualty, equipment.
Step 3: Administer proper first aid if necessary
- Stabilize injury
- Keep a log of condition/s for medical personal.
- If the injury requires self-evacuation, see step 5. If the injury requires rescue, see step 6.
Step 4: Equipment
- If equipment can be fixed, then do so, and continue the trip.
- If equipment cannot be fixed, then attempt a self-evacuation. See step 5.
- If equipment cannot be fixed and rescue is needed, then see step 6.
Step 5: Self-Evacuation
- Use the Help button on the SPOT Device.
- Locate nearest road.
- Look for others out on the ocean or in the villages that may be able to help.
- Find transportation and get to the nearest hospital or medical center.
Step 6: Rescue
- Contact ICE-SAR via 570-5900, or by hitting the S.O.S button on the SPOT Device.
- Stabilize patient and injury as much as possible.
- Make yourself visible.
- Contact emergency contacts when possible.

Communication protocols and procedures
● I own and operate a SPOT Device which I will be bringing along while on my
expedition. This resource will enable me to send out a pre-written message to a maximum
of ten emails and phone numbers. These messages will state that my teammate and I are
safe. The messages will be sent out when we get on the water, off the water (for breaks as
well as setting up camp), and when we are about to go to sleep. It is essential for these

messages to reach family members as well as other individuals who may be able to assist
us in the event of an emergency.
● Both my teammate and I will carry cell phones as well. We will have to acquire a data
plan before leaving the United States that enables us to make phone calls or text
messages within locations that provide wifi or have reception.

Emergency Contacts

Police + Firefighters + Ambulances:
1.) The 24-hour Emergency phone number in Iceland is 112.
2.) Police Station + Lost and Found: 354-444-1000
Search + Rescue:
3.) ICE-SAR (Search + Rescue, 24 hrs.): 354-570-5900
Hospitals:
4.) E.R. Emergency Room Landspitali Hospital in Reykjavik (24 hrs.): 354-543-2000
5.) Hvest Isafjordur (Hospital, 24 hrs.): 354-450-4500
6.) Akureyri Hospital (24 hrs.): 354-463-0100

Risk Assessments

Minor Injuries & Illnesses

Small Cuts or Abrasians

Light Sprains & Strains

Probability

Very Likely

Likely

Impact

Trivial

Moderate

Risk Level

Mitigations

Medium

Dealt with promptly to avoid infection
and/or viruses. Any open wounds will
be covered and cleaned immediately
using our First Aid Kits.

Medium

Dealt with promptly to reduce risk of
further damage to weakened area.
Anti -inflammatory and splint
materials from First Aid Kits will be
used.

Diarrhea, food poisoning

Unlikely

Minor

Low

Water purification and hydration. We
will be carrying purified water with us
for the paddling and trekking, but will
have purification tablets as a
precaution.

Major Injuries & Illnesses

Probability

Impact

Risk Level

Mitigations

Severe Cuts

Broken Bones

Major Illnesses

Unlikely

Unlikely

Rare

Major

Major

Extreme

Other Notes

Other Notes

Low

This could be possible while rock
hopping during the paddling portion
or when trekking; however, it is
unlikely. We will take precautions to
ensure that we do not place ourselves
in a dangerous environment where
If this occurs, then we will take the
this could easily occur. We will be
necessary precautions to assist with
carrying supplies with us to help assist the problem. However, if this is severe
with this risk.
enough, then evacuation may ensue.

Low

This could be possible while rock
hopping during the paddling portion
or when trekking; however, it is
unlikely. We will take precautions to
ensure that we do not place ourselves
in a dangerous environment where
If this occurs, then we will take the
this could easily occur. We will be
necessary precautions to assist with
carrying supplies with us to help assist the problem. However, if this is severe
with this risk.
enough, then evacuation may ensue.

Low

If this occurs, then we will take the
necessary precautions to assist with
the problem. However, if this is severe
enough, then evacuation may ensue.

Appropriate Vaccinations before
traveling.

Drowning

Rare

Extreme

Low

Awareness of the environment will
help to deviate this risk. If the weather
is not condusive to our activities, then
we will paddle to shore, seek shelter,
If this occurs, the members of this
or travel to a different location within expedition team are CPR trained and
Iceland.
certified to assist the situation.

This will require evacuation.

Death

Rare

Extreme

Low

By remaining both physically and
mentally aware of our environment
throughout our expedition, Bri and I
should be able to make informative
decisions. This will be key in making
sure that we remain safe throughout
the trip. Both of us are very sound
individuals who do not take our safety
lightly, especially since we will be
traveling in a new region.

Natural Disasters

Probability

Impact

Risk Level

Mitigations

Other Notes

Medium

Remaining aware of the environment
will help to deviate this risk. Iceland
updates it's natural environment
information daily which includes both
volcanic activity as well as
earthquakes which they receive daily.

This may require evacuation and/or
avoidance of visiting Iceland as
planned.

Medium

Remaining aware of the environment This may require evacuation and/or
will help to deviate this risk. Iceland
avoidance of visiting Iceland as
updates its natural environment
planned. They have earthquakes in the
information daily which includes both region often, but if one is very large on
volcanic activity as well as
the richter scale, then it could cause a
earthquakes which they receive daily.
volcanic eruption in the area.
Remaining aware of the environment
will help to deviate this risk. Iceland
updates it's natural environment
information daily which includes both This may require evacuation and/or
volcanic activity as well as
avoidance of visiting Iceland as
earthquakes which they receive daily. planned. Many of the volcanoes reside
This also will display any volcanoes under the glaciers within Iceland and
that may create a glacial outburst
could create a severe environmental
flood.
disasters such as this.

Volcanic Eruption

Earthquake

Unlikely, but
Possible

Very Likely

Extreme

Extreme

Glacial Outburst Flood

Unlikely, but
Possible

Extreme

Medium

Boat-Based Risks

Probability

Impact

Risk Level

Mitigations

Other Notes

Animal Encounters

Damaged Boat

Lost/Broken Paddle

Other Ocean Traffic

Storms

Likely

Unlikely, but
Possible

Unlikely, but
Possible

Likely

Likely

I state a low to high on this risk to
explain that even though the main
marine wildlife that we will be coming
into contact with are Harbor Seals,
there is the possibility of kayaking
with Orcas. Usually they frequent the
East fjords, but can be seen in the
Westfjords during the summer
months. Although these whales have
not been seen to harm kayakers, they
are still an aspect that deserves to be
recognized based on their specific
hunting patterns. Generally they hunt
in packs much like wolves and because
of this I would place them as a higher
risk to us. I do not anticipate any
attacks from an Orca while kayaking
in the Westfjords, but it can also not
be ruled out as a possibility. To
If this occurs, then it may cause us to
mitigate this risk we will maintain our deviate our plan depending on how
awareness while paddling and while severe the encounter actually is or it
Minor-Major Low to High
on land before we launch.
may lead to an evacuation.

Moderate

Minor

Minor-Mode
rate

Minor-Major

Medium

If this occurs, then we will take the
necessary precautions to assist with
the problem. However, if this is severe
We will use our boat and repair kit
enough, then we will go to shore and
gear to facilitate any damage that may arrange a plan with the outfitter to
occur with our craft.
assist us.

Low

If this occurs, then we will use the
replacement paddle; however, if more
A spare will replace the broken or lost than one paddle breaks and cannot be
paddle. If broken, we can try to repair repaired, then we will go to shore and
the paddle as best as we can once
arrange a plan with the outfitter to
onshore.
assist us.

Low

The location at which we are paddling
will not include any Ferries or larger
boat traffic; however, there may be
other kayaking groups that travel
within Onundarfjordur Bay while we
are out there.

Medium to
High

This is always a possibility when
kayaking out on the open ocean;
however, when kayaking in the
Westfjords storms can be very intense
and rather nasty. To assist with this
risk, I have devised an itinerary that
will have us traveling by a few villages

If this occurs, then we will be paddling
to shore to seek shelter. If it is severe
enough then it may require that we
seek shelter in one of the villages and
stay in a building which will be more
protective and safer than our tent.

where we might be able to take shelter
if necessary.
Land-Based Risks

Animal Encounters

Stolen Equipment

Transportation Risks

Storms

Probability

Impact

Risk Level

Mitigations

Other Notes

I placed this risk at a low to high
based on the fact that even though
Iceland is not home to Polar Bears
there have been a few that have made
their way to the area by floating on ice
from Greenland. Although this is very
rare, it is still a possibility that I felt
deserved to also be recognized. To deal If this occurs, then it may cause us to
with this, we will have to be sure that deviate our plan depending on how
Unlikely, but
our awareness is maintained when
severe the encounter actually is or it
Possible
Minor-Major Low to High
both paddling and on land.
may lead to an evacuation.

Unlikely, but
Possible

Moderate

Likely

Major

Minor-Mode
rate

Medium

We will have our gear with us and if it
is not on our person, then it will be
neatly placed in our tent and stored
away properly (day trips in the
Westfjords to visit the villages). We
will place our tent away from where
people roam and when in Reykjavik
for the second half of our trip, we will
be placing our paddling gear in a
locker at the airport which will be
repacked and brought home with me
at the end of our trip.

Low

If we have a problem with our flights
and/or catching the local buses
(neither of which I am anticipating to
happen), then we will alter our plans
accordingly so that we are able to get
out in the field and began/finish our
expedition.

In the Westfjords storms can be very
intense and rather nasty. To assist
with this risk, I have devised an
itinerary that will have us traveling by
a few villages where we might be able
to take shelter if necessary. This will
be especially true even for the
trekking portion of our trip. The
Laugavegur Trail can get gusts from
40-80 mph at times. The huts that are
located on the trail offer free
Minor-Mode
accommodations for trekkers who are
rate
Low to High setting up tents if the weather outlook

If this occurs, then we will be paddling
to shore to seek shelter. If it is severe
enough then it may require that we
seek shelter in one of the villages and
stay in a building which will be more
protective and safer than our tent.

is severe enough to put them in
danger.
Traveling Risks (Being
Females)

Being Stolen

Probability

Very
Unlikely, but
Possible

Impact

Extreme

Risk Level

Mitigations

Low to
Medium

Awareness is key in avoiding a
situation such as this. We will be
traveling to a new country as
Americans. Despite the fact that this is
a pretty low risk in a first world
country such as Iceland, it is not an
aspect that can be overlooked.
Unfortunately, this is a risk for any
women who travel abroad or even
within the United States.

Other Notes
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Appendix A: Expedition “Field Manual”
Day One (May 30th):  Fly into Reykjavik. Exchange currency at the bank in the Keflavik International Airport. Stay
at the campground near the airport.
Day Two (May 31st):  Take a flight from Reykjavik to the city of Isafjordur at 8am (There is a Bonus (food market) in
Isafjordur), then catch a bus to the town of Flateyri (30 minute ride). Camp in Flateyri.
Day Three (June 1st): Obtain gear from Kayak Flateyri (local sea kayak rental company) in the early morning and
begin kayaking in Onundarfjordur Bay. Paddle to Sudureyri and explore the sustainable village that is known as
Iceland’s “oldest fishing village” (Fish Factory Tour, Museums, etc.). Camp in Suduryeri.
Day Four (June 2nd):  Paddle from Sudureyri to Bolungarvik. Hike up Mt. Bolafjall (638m or 2,093ft) which takes
approximately 1 hour, but I will be adding on an extra hour or so for our ascent as a precaution. Camp in Bolungarvik.
Day Five (June 3rd): Possibly visit the Natural History Museum in Bolungarvik at 9am (Depending on the
weather/tides), stay for a couple of hours, then begin paddling back towards Sudureyri. Camp at Skalavik Bay or
continue paddling to Sudureyri, but camp at a different campsite. Set up camp and explore the fjord.
Day Six (June 4th): Paddle from Sudureyri to Flateyri. Camp between Sudureyri and Flateyri.
Day Seven (June 5th):  Paddle to Flateyri and return our kayaking gear in the afternoon. (We are able to do this at
anytime this day). Camp in Flateyri.
Day Eight (June 6th): Take the bus back to Isafjordur. Restock on groceries. Explore the area. Camp in Isafjordur.
Day Nine (June 7th): Fly from Isafjordur to Reykjavik at 9am. Take the local bus to Landmannalaugar. Enjoy
Landmannalaugar and it’s hot springs/scenery, prepare for our trek that begins the following morning.
Day Ten (June 8th):  We will begin hiking the Laugavegur Trail (The start of Iceland’s most famous long-distance
hiking trail. This location was also the inspiration of J.R. Tolken’s “The Hobbit” publication). Camp in the designated
tent site at Hrafntinnusker on Landmannalaugar. The hike up Landmannalaugar is 600m/1,970ft and lies at an altitude
of nearly 1,100m/3,610ft. (Tent camping at the designated tent sites costs $10 a night. Due to environmental
precautions, wild camping is not allowed).

Day Eleven (June 9th): Continue the trek on the Laugavegur Trail. Camp at either the designated tent site near
Alfatavan, or continue hiking for another hour to the next designated tent site at Hvannagil.
Day Twelve (June 10th): Continue trekking on the Laugavegur Trail. Camp at the designated tent site at Emstrur.
Take a short hike from the tent site to view the region’s largest river, Markarfljot.
Day Thirteen (June 11th): Finish trekking from Emstrur to Porsmork, then continue on the trail to the foot of the
Eyjafjallajokull Glacier. Continue on until we reach Husadalur. Set up camp in Husadalur.
Day Fourteen (June 12th): Rest Day/Extra Day. This is an extra day that will be added in case the weather
throughout our hike causes us to remain at a camping spot for an extra day or more. Camp at Husadalur.

Day Fifteen (June 13th): Take the Reykjavik Excursions bus back to Reykjavik. The bus arrives daily at noon and
2:30pm (leaves at 3:30pm). Take the bus back towards the airport. Camp at the campground nearby. Restock on food
for the next two days.
Day Sixteen (June 14th): Take a bus from Reykjavik to Pingvellir National Park (This is a divergent continental
boundary, one of the only land divergent boundaries in the world, and when you’re there you are not actually on a
tectonic plate, you’re in between the North American and Eurasian plates). If we have time, we will also take a bus out
to view the beautiful Skogafoss waterfall as well.
Day Seventeen (June 15th): Take a bus from the campground to Keflavik International Airport. Fly back home.

Appendix B: Related Maps/Charts/Documents
● Maps
-

National Geographic Waterproof Topographic Hiking/Travel Map (2)
Iceland tourist map 1:250,000 Nordvesturland (northwestland)
Map of the city of Reykjavik (Basic).

● Charts
- Admiralty Chart #2976 Snaefellsjokull to Straumness
- Admiralty Chart #2977 Straumness to Tjornes
● Document
- Admiralty Pilot (Arctic Pilot Volume 2) N.P. 11

Appendix C: Budget
Spreadsheet

Ocean Kit

Cost (Est. USD)
Per person (5 days)
$175

Sea Kayaks

Need by Date Notes
Kayak Flateyri (Outfitter) will be supplying the kayaks,
paddles, and spray skirts for a multi-day deal
6/1/17 package.

Paddles

$0

6/1/17 Part of the package deal with the kayaks.

Spray Skirt

$0

6/1/17 Part of the package deal with the kayaks.

Dry Suit

$0

N/A Kokatat Women's Large Dry Suit

PFD

$0

N/A Women's Astral Seawolf

Tow Belt

$60

5/26/17 NRS Kayak Tow Line

Bilge Pump

$20

5/26/17 NRS Bilge Pump.

Helmet

$0

N/A Gath Gedi Helmet (Red)

Footwear

$0

N/A Neoprene Booties

Sunglasses

$0

N/A Polarized Sunglasses.

Hat/Visor

$0

N/A Dry wick hat

Subtotal
Group Kit - Safety

$255

Cost (Est. USD)

First Aid/Supplies

$50

Extra Paddle

$0

SPOT Device

$0

Subtotal
Sleeping Kit and Additional
Clothing

Need by Date Notes
The kit will be stored on my person and in my day
5/26/17 hatch.
6/1/17 Package Deal with Kayak.
N/A Waterproofed. Clipped to deck lines for emergencies.

$50

Cost (Est. USD)

Sleeping Bag

$0

Sleeping Pad

$70

Need by Date Notes
N/A Eureka 0 Degree Synthetic
5/26/17 Thermarest inflatable pad.

Tent

$0

N/A Marmot Tungsten 2p

Night/Travel Shirt

$0

N/A Synthetic Shirt, Longsleeve

Night/Travel Pants

$0

N/A Synthetic Pants and Quick Dry Hiking Pants.

Socks

$0

N/A Heavy and Lightweight Merino Wool.

Puffy Jacket

$0

N/A Down EMS 750 Fill

Beanie

$0

N/A Carhart Acrylic Hat

Subtotal
Cooking/Water

$70

Cost (Est. USD)

Stove

Need by Date Notes

$80

5/26/17 Jetboil Flash

Spoons

$0

N/A 2 Per Person

Cup

$0

N/A Outdoor Research Collapsable Cup

Bowl

$0

N/A Outdoor Research Collapsible Fairshare Mug

Chlorine Dioxide

$36

5/26/17 Water Purification.

Fuel

$80

Obtained in Country (gas station) Canisters for the
5/30/17 Jetboil.

Subtotal
Packing

$196

Cost (Est. USD)

Backpack

$0

Dry Bags

$40

Subtotal
Other Accessories

N/A High Sierra 75L pack
5/26/17 Sea to Summit

$40

Cost (Est. USD)

Headlamp

Need by Date Notes

$0

Need by Date Notes
N/A 2 National Geographic Waterproof Hiking Maps,
Iceland tourist map 1:250,000 Nordvesturland
(northwestland),
Admiralty Chart #2976 Snaefellsjokull to Straumness,
and Admiralty Chart #2977 Straumness to Tjornes

Maps

$40

Compass
Map Case

5/26/17

$0

N/A Generic Outdoor Compass

$30

5/26/17 NRS Hydrolock Map Case

"Field Manual"

$0

N/A Printed and waterproofed

Emergency Fire Starting Kit

$0

N/A Lighter, Vaseline covered cotton balls

Toothbrush/Toothpaste

$0

N/A -

Pencil + Journal

$0

N/A Basic. Stored in PFD.

Stuff Sacks

$0

N/A Sea to Summit

Boat + Gear Repair Kit

$0

N/A Made from current gear repair kit.

Subtotal

$70

Extended
Traveling/Expedition Kit

Cost (Est. USD)

Need by Date Notes

Rain Shell

$0

N/A N/A

Extra Clothing for Travel +
Trekking

$0

Clothing will be applicable for Sea Kayaking +
N/A Trekking

Microfiber Towel

$0

N/A -

Toiletries

$0

N/A -

Microspikes

$0

N/A Needed for Trekking portion.

Keen Hiking Boots

$0

N/A Needed for Trekking portion.

Subtotal
Logistic Costs

$0

Cost (Est. USD)

Need by Date Notes

Flight from Montreal to Reykjavik
(Round trip)

$435

N/A -

Flight from Reykjavik to Isafjordur
(Round Trip)

$248

N/A -

Bag Storage Fees (While on
Exped.)

$35

6/7/17 Store paddling gear before trekking.

Money for in-Country Travel

$550

N/A Local Buses, campsites, and food.

Travel Insurance

$33

Subtotal

1,301

Total Estimated Costs

1,982

N/A -

Appendix D: Gear List
Suit + Accessories

Item

Notes

Baselayer Top, Long Sleeve,
Undergarment

Under Armour Long Sleeve +
Synthetic Sports Bra

Active base-layer, worn under
Insulating Layer

Baselayer Bottoms, Bathing Suit
Bottoms

Under Armour Synthetic Pant,
synthetic bathing suit bottoms. Worn under dry suit

Y

Insulating Layer Top

R2 Fleece Jacket. No hood.

Worn under dry suit

Y

Pants

Guide Series Dry Wick Pants.

Needed for cultural courtesies and
at camp.

Y

Socks

Heavy + Lightweight Merino
Wool

Worn under dry suit

Y

Shoes

Neoprene Booties

Paddle in. Good for walking on the
shore.

Y

Hat

Dry wick hat

Protection from sunlight

Y

Ocean Specific Items

Item

Notes

Boat

Rainbow Laser or Seayak
Prion

Supplied by Outfitter.

Y

Paddle + Extra Paddle

Generic Sea Kayak Paddles

Supplied by Outfitter.

Y

Spray Skirt

Generic Neoprene Skirt

Supplied by Outfitter.

Y

Dry Suit

Kokatat Women's Large Dry
Suit

Needed for paddling.

Y

PFD

Astral Seawolf, Woman's
Medium

Safety equipment, needed for
paddling.

Y

NRS Kayak Tow Line

Safety equipment, needed for
paddling.

N

Bilge Pump

NRS Pump

Needed for emptying water out of
the kayak.

N

Helmet

Gath Gedi Helmet (Red)

Safety equipment, needed for
paddling.

Y

Other Clothing Items

Item

Notes

Synthetic, LS

Underarmour Shirt, LS

Needed for Trekking portion.

Y

Spare Shirt, SS

Synthetic, SS

Generic camp shirt.

Y

Tow Belt

Checklist
Y

Checklist

Checklist

Compact, lightweight, warm.

Y

Puffy

Down EMS 750 Fill Jacket

Warm Hat

Acrylic Beanie

Rain Shell

Columbia Omniwick
Lightweight Rain Jacket

Socks

Lightweight Merino Wool

Y

Midlayer

R2 Fleece Jacket. No Hood.

Y

Shoes

Keen Hiking Boots

Gloves

Lightweight Wool Gloves

Y

Pants

Guide Series Waterproof Pants Needed for Trekking portion.

Y

Shelter, Sleeping, Packing

Item

Notes

Sleeping Bag

Eureka 0 Degree Synthetic

Night temps are 42 degrees ...
average.

Y

Sleeping Pad

Thermarest Inflatable Pad

Compact, lightweight.

N

Shelter

Marmot Tungsten 2p Tent

3 season tent.

Y

Pack

High Sierra 75L

Needed for Trekking portion

Y

Dry Bags

Sea to Summit

Still need 2 more.

N

Backpack

Generic, collapsable bag.
Carry on item.

Needed to carry Bri's gear.

Y

Cooking and Water

Item

Notes

Stove

Jetboil Flash

Compact, efficient.

N

Spoons

Generic Plastic

Bringing 2 each.

Y

Cup

Outdoor Research Collapsable
Cup
Lightweight, easily packed

Y

Bowl

Outdoor Research Collapsible
Fairshare Mug

Lightweight, easily packed

Y

Chlorine Dioxide

Two - 1 oz. bottle sets per
person.

Cheap, more than enough

N

Fuel

Canisters (Isobutane Propane)

Obtain in Iceland

N

Lighter

Generic

Y

Water Bottles

Nalgenes (2-3 each)

Y

Y
Very compact, lightweight, dries
fast.

Needed for Trekking portion.

Y

Y

Checklist

Checklist

Water Bladders

2- 5L Bladders

Needed for paddling portion and
trekking portion.

Other Accessories

Item

Notes

Generic

Small pocket flashlight

Y

Generic

Map Case
"Field Manual"

Keep maps/charts waterproof

N
N

Printed + Waterproofed

Y

Emergency Fire Starting Kit
Toothbrush/Toothpaste

Generic

Pencil + Journal

Generic

Y
To keep a log of the trip.

Y
Y

Boat + Repair Kit
Shampoo + Conditioner +Soap

Y
N

Maps/Charts
Compass

Checklist
Y

Headlamp
Flashlight

N

Small bottles of each (flight
approved)

To use at the end of our trip before
flight home

Y
Y

Microfiber Towel
SPOT Device, Pelican Waterproof
Case, and batteries

Crucial for Emergencies and
Communication.

Y

Stuff Sacks

Sea to Summit

Used inside pack and kayak.

Y

Biodegradable Soap

Camp Soap

Needed for cleaning dishes

Y

Talcum Powder

Generic

Needed for drysuit gaskets

Y

Generic

Needed for Trekking Portion.
Precautionary.

Y

SPF 50 and SPF 15 for the lip
Sunscreen, and sunscreen lip balm balm

Protection from sunlight and
reflection off water.

Y

Wet ones

Toiletry Item

N

Still need a few more items.

N

Knee Brace

Generic

First Aid Kit
Universal Portable Charger

Halo Square 5200

Needed to recharge phone.

Y

Cell Phone and Waterproof Case

Android Galaxy S7

Needed for Emergencies and
Photography

Y

Needed to recharge phone.

Y

Adapter Plug

Reflective Arm Bands
Whistle

Generic

Leatherman
Mesh Bag
Microspikes

Duck Decoy Bag

Safety equipment for paddling
portion.

Y

Emergency purposes.

Y

Small, compactable.

N

Needed for paddling.

Y

Needed for Trekking portion.

Y

Appendix E: Environmental Impact
Below is a list derived from the publication Sea Kayaking: A Manual for Long-Distance Touring by John
Dowd that explains the many ways in which a paddler can achieve low-impacts while traveling within an oceanic
environment:
-

Avoid trampling the intertidal life when you come ashore.
Avoid camping in critical wildlife habitats and on fragile terrain.
Do not cut trees or branches.
Avoid digging drainage trenches around tents - instead, choose well - drained ground where your tent will
leave no signs (for example, areas covered with pine needles or sand).
Seek permission and follow guidance for camping on private land.
Do not camp at Native cultural sites.
Camp at least 50 metres (55 yards) from sources of fresh water.
Leave no trace that you have been at the site.
Where possible, camp at established sites where your stay will cause no additional damage.
Use established trails, if they exist, to avoid trampling vegetation.
Light fires in such a way that they will not scar rocks, soil or vegetation.
Use existing fire rings if possible; otherwise light fires on sand below the monthly hightide mark.
Burn only driftwood and allow the fire to burn down to ash.
Disperse any remaining charcoal on the sea.
When gathering food, such as shellfish, remember that some areas cannot sustain heavy harvesting and
would be better left untouched.
Return all shells and entrails to where you got them.
Where outhouses have been provided, use them.
Feces and urine degrade more in salt water than on land, so select a secluded site in the intertidal zone,
make your deposit and then place a rock on it.
Wash yourself with sea water rather than using toilet paper - half the world’s population follows this
practice and it need not be unhygienic.
If you must use toilet paper, burn it along with other indigestible delights, such as tampons and sanitary
pads.
Waste water from cooking should be drained into the ocean, not onto the ground, where it will kill
earthbound critters and provide a tantalizing attraction to wildlife.
Keep soaps and detergents clear of freshwater sources and estuaries, and if you can get it, biodegradable
seawater soap.
Pack out all garbage.
Leave no unused food around an abandoned campsite, since it will attract scavengers.

The list above found in the publication by John Dowd, provides a very large amount of environmental impacts to
watch for as a paddler. Since I will be traveling to a region in which I am a foreigner, I will abide by these
implementations to ensure that I do my best to preserve the natural environment of Iceland and abstain from causing
any significant environmental impacts within the beautiful locations that I travel to within the country.

Appendix F: Questionnaires
The following Questionnaires were derived from the publication “Climbing: Expedition Planning” by
Clyde Soles and Phil Powers. These will be helpful when gaining a better perspective of the goals, objectives,
background information, and personalities of your expedition partners. Have them fill these out truthfully and well
before the expedition ensues. These can be changed and tailored more towards the specific type of expedition that
you are planning, but for this one specifically I will gear it towards paddling and trekking.
1 .) Expedition Application
Name:_______________________________ Date: _________________
Home Address: _______________________
City: ________________________________ State: _____________ Zip: ______________
Occupation: ________________________________________________________________
Work Address: ______________________________________________________________
City: ______________________ State: _______________ Zip: ______________________
Day Phone: ___________________ Evening Phone: ___________________ Fax: _________
Email: _________________________ Website: _____________________________________
Age: __________ Date of Birth: _________________________

For International Travel
Name as it appears on Passport: ___________________________________________________
Passport Number: ______________________________________________________________
Place of issue: _________________________________________________________________
Date of issue: __________________________ Expiration Date: _________________________
Citizenship: __________________________________________________________________
Qualifications
List previous expedition experiences.
Rate your physical conditioning (1 = couch potato, 5 = animal)
Aerobic: ____ Strength: ___ Carry pack uphill for several hours: ___
Rate your ability ( 0 = no experience, 1 = minimal, 5 = expert)
Swimming:____ Kayaking: ____ Emergency Medical Care: ___
Teamwork
What is the longest you’ve been cooped up in a tent or snow cave? How was the experience?

Do you snore? ________ If yes, rate the volume (1 = minor snorts, 5 = rattle the walls) ______
Do you smoke tobacco? ______ Marijuana? _______ Drink Alcohol? ______
Have you ever received psychological counseling or medication for depression or other psychological challenges?
What languages do you speak?
What unique qualifications would you bring to the expedition?
Motivation and Commitment
Why do you want to join this expedition?
Has anyone encouraged you to go?
Has anyone discouraged you from going? Is this a problem?
What are your current interests and pursuits?
What is your greatest joy in life?
What three words best describe your personality?
How important is returning to your job on a specific date? Is there any flexibility?
Can you make a deposit on expenses now?
Will you be able to meet the timeline for payments?
How much time can you offer for preparation?

2. ) Expedition Medical Questionnaire

Name: _______________________________________________
Medical Biography
Date of birth: ______________ Height: _____________ Weight: _____________
Blood Type: ____________ Tetanus shot (date): ____________ Polio: __________
Describe major illnesses or injuries in the last twelve months.
Have you been hospitalized in the past two years? If yes, please explain.

List medications taken regularly or intermittently and reason.
Have you ever had frostbite? If yes, please describe.
Do you wear eyeglasses or contacts?
Have you had eye surgery (Lasik, Lasek, PRK, RK) within the past years?
Please check all that apply
Ankle problems: ___ Arm or shoulder problems: ___ Asthma: ___ Back/neck problems: ___
Bleeding disorder: ___ Blood Disease: ___ Cancer: ___ Colitis, ulcers, or stomach problems: ___
Chronic infections: ___ Hernia: ___ Diabetes: ___ Epilepsy/seizure disorder: ___ Head Injury: ___
Hearing impairment: ___ Heart Condition: ___ High or low blood pressure (which?): ____________
Kidney problems: ___ Knee problems:___ Respiratory problems: ___ Intolerance to heat or cold: ___
If you marked any of the above, please explain (include date, length, severity, current symptoms, and limitations).
Do you have any life-threatening allergies? If yes, please list them and any medications that you carry.
Describe any other health-related facts about your teammates should be aware of.

Emergency Contacts
Name: ___________________________________________
Relationship: _____________________________________
Day phone: ____________________ Evening phone: ______________________ Fax: _______________
Email: _______________________________________________________________________________
Name: ___________________________________________
Relationship: _____________________________________
Day phone: ____________________ Evening phone: ______________________ Fax: _______________
Email: _______________________________________________________________________________
Name: ___________________________________________
Relationship: _____________________________________
Day phone: ____________________ Evening phone: ______________________ Fax: _______________
Email: _______________________________________________________________________________

Name of Physician: _________________________________
Address: _________________________________________
Day phone: ____________________ Fax: _______________
Email: _______________________________________________________________________________

Body Disposal
If I die, I prefer:
Cremation: ___ Funeral at home: ___
If I elect cremation or home funeral, the following insurance policy will pay for the substantial costs incurred:
Insurer: _________________________________________________________
Policy #: ________________________________________________________

3.) Diet Questionnaire
Name: _____________________________________
Height: ___________________ Weight: __________________
Estimated calorie intake on a normal day: _________________________
Estimated calorie intake on a day with a hard workout: ___________________
Do you have any food allergies? If yes, please list them.

Please check the item that applies to you:
Omnivore (it’s all good): ___
Semi-vegetarian (dairy, eggs, some seafood, and poultry but no red meat): ___
Lacto-ovo vegetarian (dairy and eggs okay, but no meat or seafood): ___
Vegan (no animal products): ___
If vegetarian, will you eat meat while on the expedition? If yes, please list acceptable meats.
List any foods you absolutely cannot eat.
List any foods you prefer not to eat.
List any foods that you absolutely cannot live without.
Do you like spicy foods?
What are your favorite energy bars/gels/drinks?
What are some of your favorite treats?
Rate your cooking skills (1 = burn water, 5 = gourmet): ____

